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ABSTRACT 

 

 

         While using a search engine, different users might look for different search results when they submit it to a search engine .If 

the query is ambiguous or covering a broad topic, it  is difficult to guess the users interest. So we are proposing an approach 

which will analyse the search log and provide us users intent . Generally the generic search engines fail to properly outline the 

user’s interest. So these search engines are not adaptable to individual user. But in our approach user interest is used in the 

clustering process to achieve personalization effect.  The goal of personalized IR (information retrieval) is to return search 

results that better match the user intent. So to implement this we work in two phases. First, to make use of feedback session to 

discover users goal. Second, we find the similarities between the first clicked URL and the other URLs available about the query 
and display the most similar URLs. By doing this we can achieve specialized searching .   
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Click-through data:- 

The data collected from the users clicks and corresponding URLs is called as   Click-through data.  

     

        In this paper we have proposed the new the study is all about user profiling based approach for on-going 

behaviour while surfing the internet fo r user friendly environment user profiling based approach for on-going 

user behaviour. In our proposed work we have taken user click through data to obtain the users interest in 

specific domain. User click through data is then used to re-rank the results obtained. 

With the development of World  Wide Web, web  s earch engines have contributed a lot in searching informat ion 

from the web. They help in finding information on the web quick and easy. Search engines do not consider 

specific needs of user and serve each user equally. It is difficu lt to let the search eng ine know what we the user 

actually wants. 

Generic search engines are following the "one size fits all" model which is not adaptable to individual users. 

This might not be appropriate for users which require information. While searching for the  in formation from the 

web, users need informat ion based on their interest. For the same keyword two users might require different 

piece of information. Th is fact can be exp lained as follows: a bio logist and a programmer may need informat ion 

on "virus" but their fields are is entirely different. Biologist is searching "virus" that is a microorganism and 

programmer is searching for the malicious software. For this type of query, a number of documents on distinct 

topics are returned by generic search engines. Hence it beco mes difficult  for the user to get is considered as a 

promising solution to handle these problems, since different search results can be provided depending upon the 

choice and information needs of users. 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

        Now a day’s, multip le Web Usage Mining algorithms have been proposed to mining user navigation 

behaviour. In the following we examine some of the most significant navigation pattern mining systems and 

algorithm in web usage mining area that can be compared with our system. 

In a paper published in May 8 ,2007, by Liyun Ru from China, it is stated that  traditional evaluation methods 

rely on much  human efforts and are therefore quite time -consuming. W ith click- through data analysis, we 

proposed an automatic search engine performance evaluation method. 

 This method generates navigational type query topics and answers automatically based on search users’ 

querying and clicking behaviour. Experimental results based on this engine’s user logs show that the 

automatically method gets a similar evaluation result with traditional assessor-based ones.   

While our paper uses a user profile so no need of separate data analyser. The user click-through makes a  path 

what user wants and the related suggestion will be shown according to their ranks. 

 According to one more paper which  was published on July 23,2007  by author Rossie jones ,Ben  

Carterette   
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The web is a h ighly dynamic environment: documents disappear or become outdated, new documents appear, 

the query distribution changes. An important, but often overlooked, part of search engine design is evaluation. 

In order to know whether one ranking function is better than another, we need to evaluate them over a common 

set of queries .Each  time a user enters a query  and clicks on a result, he/she is  making, in some sense, a 

“relevance judgment”. Of course, these are very noisy: users get distracted, fail to specify their query well 

enough, change their interests, and so on. But looked  at in aggregate, they may  provide valuable informat ion 

about the relevance of each document.  

Thorston  Joachims published a paper on Oct 31st 2011. This paper presents an approach to automatically  

optimizing the retrieval quality of search engines using click-through data. 

Also it helps  learning retrieval functions by analysing which links the users click on in the presented ranking. 

And paper presented an approach to min ing log files of WWW search engines with the goal of 

improving their retrieval performance automatically. Intuitively, a  good informat ion retrieval syst em should 

present relevant documents high in the ranking, with less relevant documents following below. Taking a Support 

Vector approach, the resulting training problem is tractable even for large numbers of queries and large numbers 

of features. And presents the information related to the query according to their ranking higher the rank, the 

priority will be higher following the lower ranks .  

Where as  in our  paper we are going to suggest relevant URLs   list related to the query will be shown 

on the screen ,having a user profile for business analytics for user friendly to show some related suggestion 

studying his/her history in the user profile and this will help the many organisation like online shopping.    

 
 

3. ARCHITECTURE 

 

 
 

Fig 2.1. Architecture of proposed system 

 
  
 
The architecture is main ly the assembly of above shown components. The user and the search engine are the 

components between which the query is processed to get the desired search results. The middleware represents 

the assembly of following three components- Click- through collector, click through repository ,user conceptual 

profile. Based on the architecture implementation is described in following part. 
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4. IMPLEMENTATION 
    

The above figure[2.1] gives us an idea about the work flow of the system. We can see that there are two ends 

which are search engine and the user. These two ends are bridged by the midd leware .The middleware is 

something which carries out all the core processing in the system. Firstly the user submits the query to the 

search engine. But actually the query is handed over to the middleware. This query is passed through the click-

through data collector. This co llector collects the queries and the users corresponding clicks in that particu lar 

session. The after a proper arranging the data ,it is stored in the database and called as click through data. This 

click through data is responsible for deducing a user conceptual profile based on the informat ion provided by the 

click-through collector. There may be different algorithms and methods to find this users conceptual profile. 

These methods might be the implicit feedback by the user o r study of the click-through data or any other 

methods. After getting the conceptual profile we make use of clustering based approach and it helps  finding the 

most likely  URLs which will be relevant to the user. From the results we got from the clustering process will be 

used to suggest the query or URL to the user. This whole process will be repeated every time user uses the 

search engine. And every time the feedback of users clicks will be updated in the click through data database. 

Note that , in the early  sessions ,the suggestions might not be accurate. But we can  fix this by suggesting 

random URLs related to the query..(but only for the some initial sessions).        

5. EXPECTED RESULTS 

In this paper following are the expected outcomes from our system:- 

1) As we are making use of the Google API to retrieve the data as per users request, we expect the API 

to produce proper output. This will be ensured by the proper linking of the API to our search engine. 

2) We expect  the GUI(Graphical user interface) to be user friendly. 

3) The search results should be available in as less as possible time. 

4)  The suggestion of the URLs should be such that user will be happy  to use it. 

5) Every personal information should be secure. 

6) The search engine should not affect the other functionalities which are used by the user in any  

browser or in any API. 

6. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we are creat ing a personalised search engine which  will effectively suggest relevant URLs and  

maintain and monitor the users profile in a secure manner. The methodology is found to be solvable (NP 

problem). And this paper successfully demonstrate and achieve the desired goal .  
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